
“Although profitability for the large credit card banks has risen and fallen over the years, credit card earnings have 
been almost always higher than returns on all commercial bank activities.”

Report of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve to Congress on the Use of Credit

“For all commercial banks, the average return on all assets, before taxes and extraordinary items was 1.34 percent 
in 2012 compared to 4.80 percent for the large credit card banks.”

Report of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve to Congress on the Use of Credit

Clients can realize a superior net interest margin and fee income (400+ basis points).

Get to Market Faster, 
with Lower Cost and  
Less Risk

Generate Stronger  
Profits Using Turnkey 
Corserv Programs 

Leverage the Experience 
of Leading Industry  
Practitioners

The unprecedented new Corserv Account Issuer program manages risk and produces rewards. 
The program helps financial institutions overcome the risks traditionally associated with unsecured 
lending, operational complexity, lengthy time to market, limited economies of scale and a challenging 
regulatory environment. What’s more, Corserv assumes total responsibility for credit card fraud, 
an advantage no other competitor currently provides.

The Corserv Account Issuer solution empowers institutions to own their self-originated credit 
card loans, and to better control customer experience. The Account Issuer program addresses the 
full array of business requirements from account application and issuance to processing and servicing, 
as well as comprehensive portfolio management to optimize results.  

A comprehensive suite of products, including lower rate credit cards and local rewards programs 
are supported with easy-to-implement policies for compliance, marketing and risk management. 
Branch office employees, call centers and the client’s web presence are all supported by a  
proprietary Corserv IT platform that enables local sales, underwriting, and customer service. 

Corserv management includes veteran credit card portfolio managers to guide clients. We design, 
develop, implement and manage a comprehensive suite of consumer, business and corporate 
credit card products, overcoming the obstacles that have prevented you from building a profitable 
relationship-based loan portfolio.

Corserv Account Issuer helps you systematically build a predictable, profitable, easily managed 
credit card portfolio.

Realize Higher Returns from  
Income-Producing Credit Card Products

Corserv Account Issuer Program
For years, credit card lending has typically demonstrated stronger profitability  
compared with other banking product lines. Finally there’s an innovative program  
to help community banks compete profitably with larger lenders: Lenders can 
realize the full rewards of growing credit card loans on balance sheet, while retaining 
ownership of customer lending and servicing relationships.

Learn how a Corserv Account Issuer program can add to your bottom line.
Call 404-939-6949 or visit us online at corservsolutions.com
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